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A B S T R A C T

Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs) allow users to post ratings and reviews and to notify friends of these posts. Several models have been proposed for Point-Of-Interest (POI) recommendation that use explicit (i.e. ratings, comments) or implicit (i.e. statistical scores, views, and user influence) information. However, the models so far fail to capture sufficiently user preferences as they change spatially and temporally. We argue that time is a crucial factor because user check-in behavior might be periodic and time dependent, e.g. check-in near work in the mornings and check-in close to home in the evenings. In this paper, we present two novel unified models that provide review and POI recommendations and consider simultaneously the spatial, textual and temporal factors. In particular, the first model provides review recommendations by incorporating into the same unified framework the spatial influence of the users’ reviews and the textual influence of the reviews. The second model provides POI recommendations by combining the spatial influence of the users’ check-in history and the social influence of the users’ reviews into another unified framework. Furthermore, for both models we consider the temporal dimension and measure the impact of time on various time intervals. We evaluate the performance of our models against 10 other methods in terms of precision and recall. The results indicate that our models outperform the other methods.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, On-line Social Networks (OSNs) give users the opportunity to communicate and share interests with other users. The incorporation of longitude and latitude data triggered new functionalities and introduced the Location-based Social Networks (LBSNs), a subset of OSNs, where users can share geo-tagged information such as check-ins, photos, text etc. In such networks —like for example, Yelp, 1 Google Places, 2 and TripAdvisor 3 users can additionally share ratings and reviews of businesses as shown in Fig. 1. The availability (in large volumes) of explicit information such as ratings, comments, social ties, and of implicit information such as statistical scores, views, and user influence, raises new challenges in Recommender Systems (RS). In particular, accurate personalized recommendation is hindered by the lack of adequate user information.

To address this issue, previous works aim on combining information derived from multi-modal and heterogeneous explicit and implicit networks. There has been extensive research which primarily focuses on the information that gets derived by the users’ interaction with locations over user-location bipartite network ties. However, such approaches are static and fail to capture preference dynamics. Other works examine the evolution of users’ preferences by capturing the temporal dynamics of users’ check-in behavior. Even though such approaches are dynamic, they fail to capture adequately users’ preferences dynamics since the evolution is affected by additional contextual information not taken under consideration. In particular, a newly introduced feature in LBSNs is that users can post reviews on the locations they check-in. The systematic repetition or use of words in the posts indicates a correlation among certain users: teenagers use different vocabulary from the elders, doctors use different terminology than civil engineers. Thus textual evolution should be examined.

In this paper, we present a model that focuses on the user’s spatial, temporal, and textual behavior evolution, diversified in time intervals since users potentially change behavior over time (venues they attend or words they use). In the following subsections, we present the background and preliminaries that indicate that these three factors are crucial in recommender systems and that they should all be considered to capture the preference evolution. Moreover, we discuss how the implicit and explicit data that is derived from the users’ daily behavior can significantly improve...
the personalization of the recommendations, when incorporated as contextual information into a model.

1.1. Spatial-based behavior

Recent research points out that users maintain a fixed daily program in their activities and the locations they check-in (Cho, Myers, & Leskovec, 2011). For example, on weekdays a user check-in at locations close to work 9 – 5, whereas from 6 p.m. until the next morning s/he checks-in at locations close to home. On weekends, this routine changes and users check-in at different locations. It is inferred that users with similar check-in histories will probably share same preferences and interests (Li et al., 2008). Thus spatial proximity should be considered in recommender systems as a user can join existing communities, access services (Ben Nejma, Roose, Gensel, Dalmau, & Ghorbali, 2013), or make new friends located in close distance (Bravo-Torres, López-Nores, Blanco-Fernández, & Pazos-Arias, 2013). We also note that Bravo-Torres, López-Nores, Blanco-Fernández, and Pazos-Arias (2014) pointed that users participate to different networks as they explore the city, composing a Sporadic Social Network (SSN).

1.2. Temporal-based behavior

Several works attempt to predict user behavior by using both explicit and implicit information (Lee, Park, & Park, 2008; Lu, Savas, Tang, & Dhillon, 2010; Vasuki, Natarajan, Lu, Savas, & Dhillon, 2011). However, users tend to change their behavior (Cho et al., 2011) and preferences over time (Koren, 2009) and the previous models fail to capture this evolution. For example, a user may attend events close to the place his favorite band performs on Fridays and at other times he may visit markets for discounts. In both cases, the same user has a different check-in behavior, which should be taken into consideration. The change in preferences according to Lathia, Hailes, Capra, and Amatriain (2010) and Xiong, Chen, Huang, Schneider, and Carbonell (2010) may be due to:

- **New locations exploration**: curiosity leads users to visit new locations contrary to their ordinary choices.
- **User experience**: if a user has a pleasant experience in a POI, then s/he will probably choose the same or a similar venue in the future.
- **Popularity**: users interact with a bias based on popularity irrespectively of their previous history.
- **Social influence**: friends’ opinions are important when making decisions. Users tend to examine their friends’ evaluations and follow their lead.

Nejma, Roose, Dalmau, and Gensel (2015) points out that the communities in a SSN are short-lived since the involved members diversify with time. For example, users who are constantly on the move are replaced by other users. Thus, the participation of a user into communities evolves spatially and temporally (Smaldone, Han, Shankar, & Itode, 2008) and the communities should be created ad-hoc, by considering the online presence of a user in the SSN (Sriba & Bielikova, 2015). For all these reasons, the temporal dimension should be taken into consideration when establishing a recommender system.

1.3. Temporal-based behavior

Reviews, tags, comments and blog contents are used as auxiliary or side information to overcome the sparsity issue and recommend a location or an item (Liu, Fu, Yao, & Xiong, 2013; Liu & Xiong, 2013). Users read online reviews/blogs/forums before attending an event or buying a product. An approach for POI recommendations is based on a lexical analysis of the user’s reviews in order to find correlations with reviews of other users (Tang, Tan, & Cheng, 2009). Other approaches focus on rating prediction (Zhang & Varadarajan, 2006), review summarization (Hu & Liu, 2004) etc. In this paper, we propose review recommendation, a novel topic in recommender systems. With this term we mean recommendations of reviews that concern proximate POIs, rather than the use of the reviews as side information.

1.4. Motivation

We summarize the limitations of the previous approaches to recommendation strategies, that relate to the users’ spatial, temporal, and textual behaviors:

- many methods consider POIs as conventional items and do not capture the geographical proximity influence,
- recommendation strategies that consider textual influence perform lexical analysis over the reviews and use them as side information to provide location/item recommendations ignoring users’ preference dynamics, and
- methods that capture temporal dynamics do not treat simultaneously the spatial and textual dimensions.

Thus the need arises for the consideration of a model that combines textual, spatial and temporal influences in recommender systems.

1.5. Contribution and outline

In this paper we present two novel models that combine textual, spatial and temporal influences and provide review recommendation and POI recommendations. To the best of our knowledge, the model for personalized review recommendations is a novel feature in recommender systems. In addition, the contributions of our work are as follows:

- For the review recommendations model, we extend the item-based Collaborative filtering (CF) by incorporating the spatial influence of user reviews, and the textual influence among reviews. For the POI recommendations model, we extend the user-based CF by incorporating the spatial influence of the user check-in history, and the social influence of user reviews. The two hybrid models combine features from both the collaborative and the content-based filtering to overcome the drawbacks that each approach has separately.
• We consider the temporal dimension and for each model we measure the temporal influence at different time intervals.
• We evaluate the performance of our methods against 10 methods in terms of precision and recall for the top-N predictions. Regarding the review recommendation model, the experiments indicate that as we extend our model with more dimensions, the results are becoming more personalized and the overall performance is boosted. Also, regarding the POI recommendation model our method outperforms by 20% the state-of-the-art model presented by Yuan, Cong, Ma, Sun, and Thalmann (2013).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related studies, whereas Section 3 illustrates our models’ structural parts in detail. In Section 3.3 we discuss the incorporation of the temporal dimension to both models. In Section 4 we present the evaluation of our work and finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Related work

2.1. Collaborative filtering (CF)

CF is a widely used technique in recommender systems, which bases its predictions on other users’ behavior (Yang, Guo, Liu, & Steck, 2014). There are many CF methods which make predictions based on the assumption that if users agree on some items, then they most likely agree about other items for which there has been no recorded interaction (Deng, Huang, & Xu, 2014; Lee & Lee, 2015; Liu & Lee, 2010; Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan, & Riedl, 2001). There are two main categories for the CF methods: the memory-based methods and the model-based methods. The first category is further divided into two main subcategories: the user-based CF methods (Breese, Heckerman, & Kadie, 1998; Jin, Chai, & Si, 2004; Wang, de Vries, & Reinders, 2006; Zhao & Shang, 2010) and the item-based CF methods (Deshpande & Karypis, 2004; Karypis, 2001; Li, Zhao, Wu, Mao, & Cui, 2015; Pirasteh, Jung, & Hwang, 2014). Here, we focus on memory-based approaches. The user-based approach finds other users with similar rating behavior with the use of a similarity measure (e.g., Pearson correlation, Spearman rank correlation, cosine similarity, etc.). The resulting similarity score is used to compute predictions for new items by weighting it, using users’ rating history. The item-based approach correlates items with similar items that the users have rated to make predictions.

2.2. Temporal dimension

Koren introduced the timeSVD++ algorithm, which captures lasting and transient factors by modeling the user’s preference dynamics through the entire time period (Koren, 2009). The goal is to distill the longer-term preferences from noisy patterns with the use of a matrix factorization model. He shows that in an item-item neighborhood model, the essential relations can be extracted by learning how ratings evolve.

Similarly, Zhang et al. presented two models that capture the user’s preference dynamics: the Temporal Matrix Factorization method (TMF) and the Bayesian Temporal Matrix Factorization (BTMF) method (Zhang, Wang, Yu, Sun, & Lim, 2014). TMF maps the user and the item preferences into a joint latent factor with a transition matrix, which captures the user’s preference dynamics between time periods. By sampling the rating distribution they update the transition matrix for past and future time periods. BTMF extends TMF by introducing priors for the hyper parameters to increase the accuracy and deals with the complexity of TMF. We remark that the related work focuses on temporal dynamics and do not consider the textual and the spatial dimensions.

In Ding and Li (2005) the authors introduced a user-based CF model that uses a time function. The authors argue that user’s behavior evolves between different time periods. Moreover, they assume that the larger the time difference, the smaller the significance of older check-ins. Thus, they introduced a model that weights the check-ins of similar users according to the time difference from the current time period.

2.3. POI recommendation

Recently, LBSNs attracted the attention of the recommender system community (Cao, Cong, & Jensen, 2010; Wang et al., 2013; Hu & Ester, 2013; C. Li et al., 2015; Li, Xu, Chen, & Zong, 2015; Liu, Xu, Liao, & Chen, 2014; Vansteenwegen, Souffriau, Bergh, & Oudheusden, 2011; Yao et al., 2015; Zheng, Cao, Zheng, Xie, & Yang, 2010; Zheng, Zhang, Xie, & Ma, 2009). Ye et al. in Ye, Yin, Lee, and Lee (2011), the authors improved recommendation accuracy using information obtained from trust-based relations. They modeled the spatial influence of this network using a Bayesian CF algorithm. They exploited the social influence of user’s friends interactions, rather than considering all user interactions, and computed the recommendation score for unvisited POI (Ma, Lyu, & King, 2009). To capture the spatial influence, they assumed that a user is willing to visit a new POI and considered the product of pairs consisting of check-ins and new POI.

In the same direction, Yuan et al. presented another method based on user-based CF which explores the spatial and temporal influence of POIs (Yuan et al., 2013). The main difference between this approach and the one of Ye et al. (2011) is the assumption that the user’s willingness to move from her/his current location to a different one is a function of the in-between distance, and it follows the power law distribution. Moreover, they introduced a Bayes probabilistic model to make predictions for unvisited POIs. Finally, they also incorporated the temporal influence of the check-ins to further improve the accuracy of the recommendations.

The previous works focus on GPS datasets (Cao et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2014; Vansteenwegen et al., 2011), consider POIs as conventional items (Wang et al., 2013; Hu & Ester, 2013; C. Li et al., 2015; X. Li et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2009) and ignore the textual and geographical proximity influence among POIs when predicting an unvisited POI. Additionally, even though they consider the geographical influence, the correlation between two locations is not determined in terms of geographical proximity but in terms of conventional locations ignoring their spatial relationship.

2.4. Review recommendation

Content-based approaches assume that each item is related to a vector of the tokenized words of the review (Balabanović & Shoham, 1997; Espanza, O’Mahony, & Smyth, 2011; Lops, de Gemmis, & Semeraro, 2011). These terms are weighted with the use of Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) (Salton & Buckley, 1988) and are correlated with users’ profiles by aggregating the items/locations profiles with the users’ past rating history. The most similar profiles are found using a similarity measure to compute the final predictions. Content-based approaches recommend items/locations but do not consider the spatial and temporal dimensions and do not provide review recommendations. In contrast to these works, our approach performs lexical analysis emphasizing on the impact of the tokenized words of the reviews to correlate users with significant words and our model provides review recommendation by taking into consideration both the spatial and the temporal factors. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first attempt to create a model providing personalized review recommendations with combined spatial and textual information.
3. The proposed model

Table 1 presents the main notation used in the sequel, whereas our problem can be formulated as follows.

Problem Definition: “Given a user \( u \) at a location \( l \) and her/his review history, the goal is to predict: (i) the top-\( N \) unread reviews for proximate stores, and (ii) the top-\( N \) unvisited proximate POIs, by capturing the temporal, spatial and textual properties.”

Next we present the recommender system that provides reviews and POIs recommendations. Please notice that both models use contextual pre-filtering of the information to select the most relevant proximate users for the recommendations (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2008).

3.1. Review recommendations

In this section, we introduce the mathematical formulation of our model for personalized review recommendations. Our model incorporates both the spatial influence of user reviews (Section 3.1.1), and the textual influence among the reviews (Section 3.1.2). The spatial influence of users’ reviews (in short, spatial influence) represents the impact of proximate users who reviewed similar businesses to the target user, whereas the textual influence among the reviews (in short, textual influence) refers to the similarity between reviews.

3.1.1. Incorporating spatial influence

With respect to the spatial influence, our model extends the item-based CF model in two ways: (i) we leverage the proximity factor when computing the similarity of two users, and (ii) we consider the history of proximate user reviews, rather than the entire review history. For the spatial influence, we assume that users are interested only in reviews about proximate businesses, in contrast to distant locations: it is highly unlikely that the target user will read an unread review for a distant store. Thus we use information derived only from: (i) users proximate to the target user, and (ii) reviews made within a range \( R_g \). First, we give the formal definition of the user review range query.

Definition 1 Extract proximate users-reviews history. Given a user-review-location matrix \( CR \), the range query with radius \( R_g \) at a given location \( l \) is defined as:

\[
C_{U,R_g} = \{u | u \in CR \land d(u, l) \leq R_g \}
\]

This query returns the entire review history of proximate users at a distance less or equal to the range \( R_g \). Fig. 2 illustrates an example of acquired review history for all users within a range of 2000 m.

Next, we compute the similarity matrix for proximate users \( u \) and \( v \) using the formula:

\[
W_{u,v}^{(Review)} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{u,i} \cdot c_{v,i,R_g}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{u,i}^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{v,i,R_g}^2}}
\]

where \( c_{v,i,R_g} \) are the vectors of proximate users \( V \) over the reviews \( R \) in range \( R_g \).

Finally, we give the prediction score that incorporates the spatial influence. Namely, given a user \( u \) at a location \( l \) and her/his review history, the prediction score that the user \( u \) would be interested in reading an unread review is as follows:

\[
\hat{C}_{u,r} = \frac{\sum_{v} W_{u,v}^{(Review)} \cdot C_{v,r,R_g}}{\sum_{v} W_{u,v}^{(Review)}}
\]

3.1.2. Incorporating textual influence

With respect to the textual influence, we argue that textual closeness gives a similarity measure. Users who use the same vocabulary, can be classified into the same group: this may be because they belong to the same age group, or because they may have grown at the same geographical region, etc. We tokenize each review and create an adjacency matrix \( RW \) of the reviews and the contained words. We compute the similarity between reviews \( r \) and \( r' \) by the formula:

\[
W_{r,r'}^{(Textual)} = \frac{\sum_{w=1}^{k} C_{r,w} \cdot C_{r',w}}{\sqrt{\sum_{w=1}^{k} C_{r,w}^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{w=1}^{k} C_{r',w}^2}}
\]

The prediction score that incorporates the textual influence, for a user \( u \) at a location \( l \) and given her/his review history is:

\[
\hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Textual)} = \frac{\sum_{r'} W_{r,r'}^{(Textual)} \cdot C_{u,r,R_g}}{\sum_{r'} W_{r,r'}^{(Textual)}}
\]

where \( W_{r,r'}^{(Textual)} \) is the similarity matrix among the reviews based on the words they contain.

3.1.3. Unified model for review recommendations

The unified model for review recommendations uses both the spatial influence and the textual influence of the reviews. Since both scores are in different scale, we map them in the scale \([0, 1]\) with the following relations:

\[
\hat{C}_{u,r} = \frac{\max(\hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Review)}), \hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Textual)})}{\max(\hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Review)}, \hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Textual)})} - \min(\hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Review)}, \hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Textual)})
\]

\[
\hat{C}_{u,r} = \frac{\max(\hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Textual)}), \hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Review)})}{\max(\hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Textual)}, \hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Review)})} - \min(\hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Textual)}, \hat{C}_{u,r}^{(Review)})
\]

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( U, R, L, W )</td>
<td>Set of users ( U = {u_1, \ldots, u_n} ), ( \text{Set of reviews} \ R = {r_1, \ldots, r_m} ), ( \text{Set of locations} \ L = {l_1, \ldots, l_n} ), ( \text{Set of words} \ W = {w_1, \ldots, w_n} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u, v, r, l, w )</td>
<td>( u, v \in U, \text{review} \ r \in R, \text{location} \ l \in L, \text{word} \ w \in W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W^{(Textual)}(r,r') )</td>
<td>Textual similarity between reviews ( r ) and ( r' )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W^{(Check-in)}(u,v) )</td>
<td>Similarity between users ( u ) and ( v ) according to the check-in history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W^{(Review)}(u,v) )</td>
<td>Similarity between users ( u ) and ( v ) according to the review history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CL )</td>
<td>Check-in matrix of users ( U ) over locations ( L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CR )</td>
<td>Review matrix of users ( U ) over locations ( L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( RW )</td>
<td>Review matrix of reviews ( R ) over words ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{u,i} )</td>
<td>Binary vector of review ( u ) over ( R ), Check-in vector of user ( u ) over ( L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{u,i,l} )</td>
<td>Element of ( c_u ), Element of ( c_l )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where \( \min(\cdot) \) and \( \max(\cdot) \) are the minimum and the maximum values of these vectors. We combine the previous scores into a single expression as follows:

\[
\hat{c}_{u,r} = a \cdot \hat{c}_{u,r}^{\text{(Review)}} + (1 - a) \cdot \hat{c}_{u,r}^{\text{(Textual)}}
\]

(7)

Thus, our model computes the review scores for all unread reviews and returns the top-\(N\) reviews as the recommendation result.

### 3.2. Points-of-interest recommendations

Here, we present the mathematical formulation of our model that generates personalized POI recommendations (see Section 3.1). Our model incorporates both the spatial influence of the user’s check-in history (in short, spatial influence) and the social influence of the user’s reviews (in short, social influence). The former notion is related to the impact of proximate users who behave similarly to the target user, whereas the latter one represents the impact of users who review similar business stores to the target user. In particular, the spatial influence corresponds to the correlation between the target user and others with regard to the lexical analysis of their reviews. As noted earlier, people who use the same vocabulary may behave similarly and we assume that the vocabulary used in the reviews reveals the social influence and leads to a correlation of users. Our model is based on the assumption that recommendation accuracy is increased if data is used that concerns proximate users, who do check-ins at similar locations combined with the reviews done by users reviewing similar business stores to the ones that the target user does.

#### 3.2.1. Incorporating spatial influence

To take into account the spatial influence, we extend the user-based CF model as in Eq. (5). Thus, given a user \( u \) at location \( l \), the prediction score that the user checks-in an unvisited POI is:

\[
\hat{c}_{u,l}^{\text{(Spatial)}} = \sum_{v} W_{u,v}^{\text{(Spatial)}} \cdot c_{v,l}^{\text{(POI)}}
\]

(8)

where \( W_{u,v}^{\text{(Spatial)}} \) is the similarity matrix among users based on their check-in history. We claim that the probability of ignoring a POI (for which there exists a recommendation) is inversely related to the distance from the target user. Thus, we use information derived only from users proximate to the target user in a range distance \( Rg \). We derive the similarity among proximate users as:

\[
W_{u,v}^{\text{(Spatial)}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{u,i}^{\text{(POI)}} \cdot c_{v,i}^{\text{(POI)}}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{u,i}^{2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{v,i}^{2}}} - \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{u,i}^{2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{v,i}^{2}}}}
\]

(9)

where \( c_{u,i}^{\text{(POI)}} \) is a vector of proximate users \( v \) over locations \( l \) in range distance \( Rg \). To extract the entire check-in history of these users we use a range query.

**Definition 2: Extract proximate users-POIs history.** Given check-in matrix \( CL \), the range query with radius \( Rg \) at a given location \( l \), is defined as:

\[
c_{u,l}^{\text{(POI)}} = \{ c_{v,i} | c_{v,i} \in CL \land d(c_{u,i}, c_{v,i}) \leq Rg \}
\]

(10)

This query returns the entire check-ins history of the proximate users at a distance less or equal to range \( Rg \). Fig. 3 illustrates an example of acquired check-in history of all users within a range of 2000 m.

#### 3.2.2. Incorporating social influence

Regarding the social influence, our model extends the user-based CF model in two ways: (i) it leverages the proximity factor when computing the similarity of two users, and (ii) it explores the reviews about the proximate business stores, rather than the entire review history of all business stores. Given a user \( u \) and her/his location \( l \), the prediction score that the user would be interested in an unread review is:

\[
\hat{c}_{u,r}^{\text{(Social)}} = \sum_{v} W_{u,v}^{\text{(Social)}} \cdot c_{v,r}^{\text{(POI)}}
\]

(11)

\[
W_{u,v}^{\text{(Social)}} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{K} c_{u,r,k} \cdot c_{v,r,k}}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{K} c_{u,r,k}^{2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{K} c_{v,r,k}^{2}}}}
\]

(12)

where \( c_{v,r,k} \) is as in Eq. (10) and returns the entire review history of proximate users whose distance is less or equal to the given range \( Rg \). We point out that in our approach, each word in a review is regarded as a node and thus the similarity of the reviews according to the lexical analysis of the words is emphasized. In the approach discussed in Section 3.1.1 the review was regarded as a node and thus the emphasis was on the spatial proximity of the reviews.

#### 3.2.3. Unified model for POIs recommendations

As in Section 3.1.3, we map Eqs. (8) and (11) in the scale \([0 \rightarrow 1]\) as follows:

\[
\hat{c}_{u,l}^{\text{(Spatial)}} = \frac{c_{u,l}^{\text{(Spatial)}} - \min(c_{u,l}^{\text{(Spatial)}})}{\max(c_{u,l}^{\text{(Spatial)}}) - \min(c_{u,l}^{\text{(Spatial)}})}
\]

(13)

\[
\hat{c}_{u,r}^{\text{(Social)}} = \frac{c_{u,r}^{\text{(Social)}} - \min(c_{u,r}^{\text{(Social)}})}{\max(c_{u,r}^{\text{(Social)}}) - \min(c_{u,r}^{\text{(Social)}})}
\]

We amalgamate Eq. (13) into a single formula that computes the check-in scores for unvisited POIs and recommends the top-\(N\) POIs:

\[
\hat{c}_{u,l} = a \cdot \hat{c}_{u,l}^{\text{(Spatial)}} + (1 - a) \cdot \hat{c}_{u,l}^{\text{(Social)}}
\]

(14)

### 3.3. Incorporating temporal influence

As mentioned, user’s daily schedules show a periodic behavior depending on time (Cho et al., 2011). This daily/weekly/monthly routine indicates that users tend to check-in locations at a certain region during the same time interval. We divide the dataset according to time intervals so that there is enough data collected for each time interval. For example, in our experiments (see next
subsection) we decided to split the dataset into monthly time intervals because of the sparsity of the 11 years collected dataset. If the dataset is denser, weekly or even daily time intervals could be valid choices. The dataset used must give the exact date and time for each check-in (i.e. 19-1-2015 18:50) for the accurate incorporation of the temporal influence. Review recommendations and POI recommendations for all time intervals are obtained via the application of Eqs. (7) and (14). The resulting models are denoted by USTT_r (for review recommendations) and USTT_c (for POI recommendations). We point out that the models above indicate trends according to time intervals. For example, a review may be related to a restaurant that employs discounts on a particular day of the week; similarly, a review may be related to a POI in a festival that lasts for three weeks. In such cases, the importance of the review is higher during this particular time interval than any other time interval.

4. Experimental evaluation

4.1. Data sets

We performed our experiments using a real world dataset acquired from Yelp! challenge \(^4\) (Liu, Shang, Wang, Ren, & Han, 2015; McAuley & Leskovec, 2013). This dataset contains information of user ratings and reviews for businesses of 10 cities: Charlotte, Edinburgh, Karlsruhe, Las Vegas, Madison, Montreal, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Urbana-Champaign and Waterloo. The dataset characteristics are presented in Table 2.

![Distribution diagrams for Yelp! dataset](image)

**Fig. 4.** Distribution diagrams for Yelp! dataset [(a) Number of ratings per user, (b) Number of ratings per business store, (c) Number of words (blue line) and number of unique words (red line) of all the reviews of each user, (d) Number of words (blue line) and the number of unique words (red line) of each review]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

![Distribution check-ins at Montreal and Pittsburgh](image)

**Fig. 5.** Distribution check-ins at (a) Montreal, and (b) Pittsburgh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Yelp! dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>552,338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Businesses</td>
<td>77,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating</td>
<td>2,225,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td>2,225,204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Compared algorithms

Here, we examine the accuracy performance of our models against 10 methods. More specifically, we divide the compared methods into two groups of experiments, one for each task.

- For the review recommendation we compare our method denoted USTT against:
  1. \(U_r\), that is the baseline item-based CF model on the reviews (Karypis, 2001).
  2. \(US\), that is the base line \(U_r\) model related to the spatial influence of user reviews (Section 3.1.1),
3. $UT_r$ that is the base line $U_r$ related to the textual influence of the reviews (Section 3.1.2), and
4. $UST_r$ that combines both the $US_r$ and the $UT_r$ models (Section 3.1.3).

- For the POI recommendation task we compare our unified method denoted as $USTT_r$ against:
  1. $U_r$ that is the baseline user-based CF model on the entire user check-in history (Karypis, 2001),
  2. $US_r$ that is the base line $U_r$ related to the spatial influence of the user check-in history (Section 3.2.1),
  3. $UT_r$ that is the base line $U_r$ related to the user review influence respectively (Section 3.2.2),
  4. $UST_r$ that combines both the $US_r$ and the $UT_r$ models (Section 3.2.3).

5. $UTF$ is a variation of the user-based CF model using a time function (Ding & Li, 2005). The distinction of the base line model is that it weights the check-ins of similar users according to the gaps between the time periods from the current time period. Thus, the larger the time interval from the current time period, the less usefulness of the particular check-in.

6. $UTE + SE$, another variation of the user-based CF technique which explores the spatial and temporal influences of POIs (Yuan et al., 2013). This method uses a Bayes probabilistic model to make predictions of unvisited POIs. In addition, it extends this spatial model by incorporating the temporal influence of the check-ins to further improve the recommendation accuracy.

Table 3 presents the features supported by each model for the review and recommendation tasks. We point out that even though some of the models for POI recommendations use spatial or the temporal information (e.g. $UTF$, $UTE + SE$) none of them uses the information from the textual network.

### 4.3. Evaluation protocol

For the review recommendation task, we divide the target review into two sets: (i) the training set $E_2^T$ is treated as known information, and (ii) the probe set $E_2^P$ is used for testing. Therefore, for a target review we generate the recommendations based only on the reviews in $E_2^T$. Similarly, for the POIs recommendation we divide the check-ins of each target user into two sets: (i) the training set $E_2^L$, and (ii) the probe set $E_2^P$. Thus, we generate the recommendations based only on the POIs in $E_2^L$.

Each experiment has been repeated 30 times, where each time a different training set is randomly selected. The presented measurements, based on two-tailed t-test, are statistically significant at 0.05 level. All algorithms have the task to predict either the top-$N$ reviews to be read or the top-$N$ unvisited proximate POIs in the probe sets. We use the precision/recall metrics for review and POI recommendations (Davis & Goadrich, 2006):

- **Precision**: Ratio of the number of relevant entities in the top-$N$ list over $N$.
  $$\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Relevant} \cap \text{Retrieved}}{\text{Retrieved}}$$

- **Recall**: Ratio of the number of relevant entities in the top-$N$ list over the total number of relevant entities.
  $$\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Relevant} \cap \text{Retrieved}}{\text{Relevant}}$$

### 4.4. Temporal analysis

We examine the impact of time intervals for the $USTT_r$ and $USTT_r$ models. In particular, we evaluate the influence of the time dimension in terms of precision and recall for both models. Fig. 6(a) presents the number of the reviews performed in a range of 0.5, 1, and 2 km of the entire dataset. Analogously, Fig. 6(b)–(e) present the number of reviews performed in the same ranges but for varying time intervals: from 2 and 3 weeks, to 1 and 2 months, respectively. It can be seen how many reviews correspond at each case. We note that the number of reviews increases as the time interval increases. For each time interval we measured the performance of the $USTT_r$ and $USTT_r$ models, in terms of precision and recall, to determine the best time interval and range distance for the specific dataset.

Regarding the review recommendation task, we notice that the precision decreases smoothly and that the recall increases with increasing time intervals. As shown in Fig. 7, both metrics achieve lower values after the time interval of one month, which means that the textual influence is not as important for longer time periods. Fig. 7(a) depicts the performance of $USTT_r$ in terms of precision for top-$N$ values for different range distances. The ranges are set to 0.5, 1, and 2 km per each time interval to determine the willingness of users to read a review about a business store in close or longer distances. The experiments performed for different time intervals show that users are willing to read reviews about proximate stores in a range of 2 km. Based on this finding for the review recommendation task, we set the range distance at 2 km and the time interval at 1 month. Moreover, comparing the results for time intervals of 1 month, 2 and 3 weeks at a range of 2 km for the top-5 recommendations, we have an average improvement of 15% and 7%, respectively. Notice that the performance drops for longer time intervals. The same conclusions hold with respect to precision and recall for different parameters (e.g. range and time intervals) as shown in Fig. 7.

We also perform a temporal analysis for the POI recommendation task (see Fig. 8). In particular, we examine the performance of the $USTT_r$ model in terms of precision and recall for different ranges and time intervals. We focus on the willingness of users to attend proximate or more distant POIs. Reviews in a range of 2 km within a 1 month period seem to influence users the most. We note that in terms of precision, there is a small deviation in the performance of the method when different parameter values are used. For example, for the top-5 recommendations and the 2 km range, the 1 month interval compared to the 2 and 3 week time intervals shows an improvement of 12% and 8%, respectively. The textual influence of longer time intervals in the same ranges is less helpful as there are many more reviews (see Fig. 6(e)) that are not relevant to user preferences. Thus, when we expand the time interval, we incorporate reviews that are not relevant. The findings of the temporal analysis indicate that proximity of the textual and temporal dimensions are closely related to user behaviors.
4.5. Sensitivity analysis

In this section, we perform a sensitivity analysis in terms of precision and recall by varying the top-N recommendations as depicted in Fig. 9. We set the time interval equal to 1 month and the range equal to 2 km. As expected, the precision of all models decays with increasing number of recommended reviews or POIs. This is reasonable since precision drops as we increase the number of top-N recommendations, whereas at the same time recall increases.

For the review recommendation task, notice that our method USTT$_r$ outperforms the other methods. Also, notice that UST outperforms the base line model by 16% in terms of precision for the top-5, whereas UT further improves this model by 10%, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Moreover, the model that combines both spatial influence and the textual influence increases the precision by 6% and 14%, respectively. Finally, USTT$_r$ outperforms the second best model by 15%, since it exploits the influence of both factors at each time interval separately. This result indicates that time is an essential factor during review recommendations. Simply expressed, words are more important during a particular time interval rather than taking all time intervals together.

As shown in Fig. 9(b), USTT$_r$ outperforms the second best method by 11% in terms of recall, that is the ratio of number of the relevant recommendations of the top-5 to the total number of relevant ones. Moreover, the improvement over the baseline method $U_r$ is 34%, since it does not consider any of the spatial influence, the textual influence, or the time dimension during the recommendation process. Other findings show that methods considering the spatial and the textual influence, as well as the time dimension always exhibits better results for all measures than methods that consider these dimensions separately. Finally, notice that as long as we enhance the dimensions, we succeed higher values of precision and recall.

For the POI recommendation task, the performance of USTT$_r$ is significantly higher than all other methods, as illustrated in Fig. 10. In particular, compared to the state-of-the-art methods $UTE + SE$
and UTF, our method USTT$_c$ prevails respectively by 20% and 26% in terms of precision for the top-5 recommended POIs. The same holds with respect to recall, where USTT$_c$ outperforms the previous methods by 25% and 44%, respectively. Notice that UTE + SE considers only the spatial and the temporal influence but misses the user review influence. Similarly, UTF considers only the temporal dimension through a time function that weights the importance of the check-ins but ignores the influence of user reviews. Compared to UST, which examines both the spatial and the textual influence, the improvement is 29% and 47% in terms of precision and recall, respectively. Again, the results point that proximity and time dimensions further improve the accuracy of the recommendations. In particular, users are highly influenced by proximate users and reviews about proximate locations before reaching a POI. Also, the influence of the particular time period is more important than all-time intervals together. Thus, considering only the proximate check-ins and reviews during particular time intervals, we can see a significant improvement of the accuracy of the recommendations.

Table 4 presents the average improvement of USTT$_c$ over the UTE + SE model (Yuan et al., 2013) in terms of precision for the top-N recommendations at different time intervals. While time interval increases from 2 weeks to 1 month, the improvement of precision increases as well, for different N values. Notice that even when we set the time interval to 2 months, our method prevails the UTE + SE model, but the precision value is gradually decreasing compared to the higher values of precision of 1 month time interval.

Conclusively, among all methods compared for both tasks, USTT$_r$ and USTT$_c$ always achieve the best results with respect to precision and recall at different N values for Yelp dataset.

### 4.6. Tuning parameter $\alpha$

In our experiments we have also used the $F1$ metric, which evaluates accuracy as an amalgamation of precision and recall, as shown in Eq. (17). Since $F1$ is a weighted average of these metrics, the closer the values of $F1$ to 100%, the higher the contribution of particular structural components of the method.

$$F1 = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}$$

Both our unified models, USTT$_r$ and USTT$_c$, use a weight parameter $\alpha$ to balance the influence of the two structural components of Eqs. (7) and (14). In particular, for USTT$_r$, that provides review recommendation the parameter $\alpha$ controls the weights of the spatial influence of user reviews $C_{u,f}^{(\text{Review})}$ and the textual influence among the reviews $C_{u,r}^{(\text{Textual})}$. Similarly, for USTT$_c$, that provides POI recommendation the parameter $\alpha$ controls the weights of the spatial influence $C_{u,f}^{(\text{Spatial})}$ and social influence $C_{u,r}^{(\text{Review})}$ regarding similar users' reviews. Fig. 11 shows the value of $F1$ as a function of the tuning parameter $\alpha$ value for the two methods USTT$_r$ and USTT$_c$ tested on the Yelp dataset. It is revealed that $F1$ is optimized for values of $\alpha$ in the range 0.5 – 0.6.

### 5. Conclusions

Nowadays, the availability of user check-ins and reviews in large volumes has given the opportunity for more accurate recommendations. Several models have been proposed in the literature to improve the recommendation accuracy; however, they have the following drawbacks: (i) models that handle POIs as conventional items do not capture the influence of the geographical proximity, (ii) models that incorporate textual influence as side information ignore the spatial proximity of these reviews, and (iii) models that capture temporal dynamics ignore both the spatial and the textual dimensions.

With this paper we introduce two novel unified models for POI and review recommendations to overcome the above problems by combining the spatial, the textual, and the temporal dimensions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work emphasizing in review recommendations (i.e. recommending the entire review posted by other users). Regarding the review recommendation tasks, we explore the spatial influence of user reviews and the
textual influence of the reviews into one unified model. Then, we further extend this model to consider the temporal dimension by examining the influence of both factors in different time intervals. Similarly, regarding POI recommendations, we explore the spatial influence of user check-in history and the social influence of user reviews into one unified model. Further, we extend this model to consider the temporal dimension by examining the influence of both factors in different time intervals.

Both models extend the item-based CF and the user-based CF model by leveraging the proximity factor when computing the similarity among the users, and by considering only the reviews/check-ins that these proximate users have made, rather than the entire review/check-in history of all users, respectively.

We have evaluated the accuracy performance of our models to measure the improvement of both types of recommendations. With respect to precision, USTI demonstrated a significantly improved accuracy against models that do not consider the temporal dimension. Moreover, USTI outperforms the state-of-the-art $UTE + SE$ model, which explores the spatial and the temporal influence of POIs, by 20%, since it takes simultaneously under consideration the spatial, the textual and the temporal dimensions. The improvement is due to exploration of the textual influence of the reviews proximity to the user current location in each time interval separately. Also, for the same reasons our method prevails in terms of recall over the previous methods by 11% and 25%, respectively. Findings of our work indicate that users’ are influenced by others whose behavior is similar to them; thus, users who employ the same vocabulary can be classified into the same group with the target user. Also, experiments result in that user check-in behavior is different daily, weekly or monthly. Moreover, users who check-in proximate locations during the same time period may also have the same interests.

Furthermore, the textual correlation with the locations and category of the business stores opens future directions towards extending both models by enhancing the multimodal information about user-item interactions with side information about the business stores. Moreover, we intend to measure both our models online with real time data. Finally, we will create a friend recommendation model with respect to the temporal proximity and the textual closeness of the users’.
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